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The composition of ice grains provides an important tool for the study of the molecular environment
of star forming regions. Using ISAAC at the VLT to obtain spectra around 4.65µm we have detected for
the rst time ‘XCN’ and CO ice in an extragalactic environment: the nuclear region of the nearby dusty star-
burst/AGN galaxy NGC 4945.TheprofileofthesolidCObandrevealstheimportanceofthermalprocessingoftheicewhilethepro
bandspectrumalsoshowsstrongHI Pfβ and H2 0{0 S(9) line emission and gas phase CO absorption lines.
The HI, H2, PAH, gas phase CO and the ices seem to be embedded in a rotating molecular disk which is
undergoing vigorous star formation. Recently, strong OCN− absorption has been detected in the spectrum of
the Galactic center star GC:IRS 19.ThemostlikelyenvironmentfortheOCN− absorption is the strongly UV-
exposed GC molecular ring. The presence of processed ice in the center of NGC 4945andourGalacticcenterleadsustobelievetha
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Introduction It has long been recognized that dust is an important component of the ISM in star forming
regions in our galaxy and nearby galaxies. Optical studies of high redshift galaxies as well as deep mid-infrared
and submm surveys have recently stressed the importance of dust in galaxies up to high redshifts. Under-
standing the composition, origin and evolution of dust { particularly in star forming regions { is therefore a
key question of astrophysics. Of special importance are interstellar ices, which are only present in molecular
cloud environments. Mid-infrared spectra taken with the spectrometers aboard the Infrared Space Observa-
tory (ISO) have shown ices to exist in a variety of extragalactic sources, from nearby starburst nuclei up to
distant dust-enshrouded ultra-luminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs). Weak H2O ice absorptions were rst de-
tected in the nuclear spectra of the nearby galaxies M 82andNGC 253(Sturmetal.Sturm00).StrongiceabsorptionsofH2O,
CO2 and the XCN/CO blend were rst seen in the nucleus of NGC 4945(Spoonetal.Spoon00).Thiswasfollowedbythediscovery
‘HAC’ and CH4 ice in the nuclear spectrum of NGC 4418(Spoonetal.Spoon01).Sofariceshavebeenfoundinsometwentygalaxie
−7111, aULIRGatz = 0.33(Tranetal.T ran00).
Interstellar ices are ideal probes for the conditions in the coldest and best shielded galaxy components
{ their molecular clouds. Embedded protostars can process interstellar ice in their environment thermally
as well as through FUV photolysis. Solid CO and ‘XCN’ provide prime probes for this processing. The
fundamental vibrational modes of these species correspond to wavelengths around 4.65 µm in the M-band at-
mospheric window. CO ice is highly sensitive to thermal processing of its environment. In quiescent molecular
clouds, as probed by e.g. the eld star Elias 16, theCOicefeatureisdominatedbythefeaturecharacteristicforanapolaricemixt
ice. This mixture has a distinctly dierent prole and sublimates at temperatures of90 K.Thespectrumofthedeeplyembedded
ice, after its most popular identication (Demyk et al. Demyk98), is indicative of strong processing of icy
grains by UV light, energetic particles or heating (Lacy et al. Lacy84; Grim et al. Grim89; Palumbo et al.
Palumbo00; F. van Broekhuizen, priv. comm.). In our Galaxy, OCN− ice is strongest in the embedded mas-
sive protostar W33A(e.g.Pendletonetal.Pendleton99).Thefeatureisgenerallyweak(comparedtoCOice)inotherprotostars(e.g
Here we report on our VLT/ISAAC L and M-band follow-up spectroscopy of the rich ice absorption spec-
trum of the nucleus of NGC 4945(Spoonetal.Spoon00), anearby(3.9 Mpc; 1= 18 pc; Bergmanetal.Bergman92)luminous(LIR=
infrared galaxy, seen nearly edge-on (i78; Ables et al. Ables87). The central region of this galaxy is dom-
inated by a visually obscured starburst (Moorwood et al. Moorwood96; Marconi et al. Marconi00) and a
heavily enshrouded AGN, only seen in hard X-rays (Iwasawa et al. Iwasawa93; Guainazzi et al. Guainazzi00).
Paα (1.88 µm) and K-band (2.2 µm) images obtained with HST/NICMOS (Marconi et al. Marconi00) reveal
a complicated nuclear morphology, resulting from a nuclear starburst partially obscured by a strongly ab-
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sorbing circumnuclear star forming ring, seen nearly edge-on. Fig.KBandImashowstheHST/NICMOSK−
bandimage(Marconietal.Marconi00), rotatedsuchthatthegalaxymajoraxislieshorizontally.Apossiblegeometryforthecircu
is indicated by a dotted circle with radius 5.5 (100 pc).Theapparentasymmetricdistributionofthenuclearemissioninteriortoth
image (Marconi et al. Marconi00) shows more of these dark lamentary structures, one of which passes in
front of the K-band nucleus. The AGN, the second brightest Seyfert 2 nucleus in the sky at hard X-rays (Done
et al. Done96), does not appear in any of the HST/NICMOS images. Groundbased 10µm ESO/TIMMI
images (1 seeing) reveal no sign of the central monster either (Marconi et al. Marconi00). Also mid-infrared
spectroscopic AGN tracers, like 7.65 µm [Nevi] and 14.3 & 24.3 µm [Nev], resulted in strong upper limits
(Spoon et al. Spoon00). It is hence likely that the AGN is strongly obscured in all directions by material
which is most probably close to the black hole for the obscuration to be eective. The conical cavity, pro-
truding from the nucleus along the minor axis and seen in the near-infrared (Moorwood et al. Moorwood96)
and in soft X-rays (Schurch et al. Schurch02), is therefore not a Seyfert ionization cone, but a cavity cleared
by a supernova-driven starburst ’superwind’ (Moorwood et al. Moorwood96).
Here we present infrared L and M-band spectra of all nuclear components discussed above obtained
using VLT/ISAAC with its slit aligned with the galaxy major axis (Fig.KBandIma).
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